Learning classifier systems tend to inherit-a priori-a given knowledge representation language for expressing the concepts to learn. Hence, even before getting started, this choice biases what can be learned, becoming critical for some real-world applications like data mining. However, such bias may be minimized by hybridizing different knowledge representations via evolutionary mixing. This paper presents a first attempt to produce an evolutionary framework that evolves mixed decision trees of heterogeneous knowledge representations.
Introduction
The genetic algorithms (GAs) community, as well as researchers coming from the genetic programming (GP) field and learning classifier systems (LCS) practitioners, have been using evolutionary algorithms for building (or inducing depending on the authors' emphasis) decision trees. Initially, researchers used GAs and GP for building decision trees by means of optimizing the classification error of a forest of decision trees (Janikow, 1995; Kennedy, Chinniah, Bradbeer, & Morss, 1997; Ryan & Rayward-Smith, 1998) . Later on, researchers took this effort even further building frameworks that challenge the traditional methods for decision tree induction (Folino & Pizzuti, 2000; Tanigawa & Zhao, 2000; Llorà & Garrell, 2001a; Papagelis & Kalles, 2000; Fu, Golden, Lele, & Wasil, 2003) . Other researchers introduced GAs for improving the efficiency of traditional tree builders (Cantu-Paz & Kamath, 2000) .
Nevertheless, the majority, with a few exceptions that emphasize the relevance of the knowledge representation language (Llorà & Garrell, 2001a) , ignored the relevance of the knowledge representation in biasing the concepts that can be learned. Most of this research focused on evolving decision trees based on axis-parallel-let's call them orthogonal-classification boundaries. A few of them worked with oblique decision trees trying to enrich the set of concepts that can be learned, using GAs to beat the computational complexity of hyperplane split computation (Cantu-Paz & Kamath, 2000) -an NP-Hard problem. However, all these approaches evolve homogeneous decision trees, in which all the individuals of the population encoded using the same knowledge representation language.
Evolutionary computation is a powerful tool, not only for addressing NP problems like the one mentioned above, but also for adapting the knowledge representation to the specific problem to be solved. Given this potential, we decided to investigate an evolutionary mixing of different kinds of trees-or different knowledge representations. This approach, besides using evolutionary algorithms to tackle NP problems, should also minimize the bias introduced by the knowledge representation, producing what we call mixed decision trees.
Section 2 briefly introduces an evolutionary LCS framework used for evolving decision trees. This framework already evolves different kinds of homogeneous decision trees, as shown in section 3. In this paper we took this framework one step further allowing it to produce mixed trees. Section 4 reviews the experimentation conducted using mixed trees, as well as summarizes the results obtained. Finally, section 5 presents some conclusions.
GALE
This section briefly reviews an algorithm of the so-called Pittsburgh approach to LCS. GALE (Genetic and Artificial Life Environment) is a fine grain parallel model for knowledge discovery that integrates elements of the Pittsburgh approach and cellular automata. The rest of this section presents an overview of the key elements of GALE-a detailed description can be found in (Llorà, 2002) .
Topology and Knowledge Representation
GALE uses a 2D grid (board T ) formed by m×n cells for spreading the evolving population spatially. Each cell (T ij ) of the grid contains either one (ζ (T ij ) = 1) or zero individuals (ζ (T ij ) = 0); thus, for instance, a 32×32 grid can contain up to 1024 individuals, each one placed on a different cell. Each individual (T I ij ) is a complete solution to the classification problem; in fact, each individual codifies the knowledge that describes the mined data set. Genetic operators are restricted to the immediate neighborhood (T ν ij ) of the cell in the grid. The size of the neighborhood is r. Given a cell T ij and r = 1, the neighborhood T ν ij of T ij is defined by the 8 adjacent cells to T ij (being ζ T ν ij the number of occupied cells in T ν ij ). Thus, r is the number of hops that defines the neighborhood, and p ζ is the probability that a cell T ij contains an individual after initialization.
The evolutionary model of GALE coevolves different knowledge representations. GALE can perform homogeneous runs where only one type of knowledge representation is used (Llorà & Garrell, 2001c; Llorà, 2002) , or heterogeneous runs where different knowledge representations compete in the same board (Llorà & Garrell, 2002) . Coevolving individuals expressed using different knowledge representations in the same board T , helps GALE minimizing the bias introduced by the knowledge representation (Brodley, 1993) . However, this approach is based on restricted mating policies, not allowing the mixing of different knowledge representation. GALE mainly deals with three different knowledge representations (Llorà, 2002) : (1) sets of fully-defined instances-or prototypes- (Llorà & Garrell, 2001b; Llorà & Garrell, 2003) , (2) orthogonal (or axis-parallel) decision trees (Quinlan, 1986b) , (3) oblique decision trees (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, & Stone, 1984; Van de Merckt, 1993) , and (4) rules sets. GALE can perform homogeneous (Llorà & Garrell, 2001b; Llorà & Garrell, 2001c) and heterogeneous runs (Llorà & Garrell, 2002) . However, even in the heterogeneous runs, the individual maintain their initial knowledge representation. That means that no mixing of different knowledge representations takes place in the original GALE approach. 
Mapping
GALE works as a supervised learning model. Hence, one key point is how the training instances Σ are spread over the board T . In other words, each individual T I ij is evaluated using a set of examples mapped to the cell µ(T ij , Σ). The fitness function used is f it(I) = I c l 2 (Jong & Spears, 1991) , being I c the number of correctly classified instances and l the number of instances of the µ(T ij , Σ) data set. The easiest mapping approach is to allocate all the training instances in each cell of the board (µ u (T ij , Σ) = Σ), or uniform mapping-see figure 1(a). Hence, all the cells in the board T contain the same training set. Therefore, the same environmental conditions are obtained in each cell. However, a mapping can perform non-uniform instance allocation. The pyramidal mapping µ p (T ij , Σ) spreads the examples using a pyramid shape. Central cells contain all the available instances in Σ. The rest of the cells contains only a subset of Σ-see figure 1(b). Hence, the pyramidal mapping does not guarantee the same environment for each cell T ij . Instead, it guarantees that just few changes are introduced in adjacent cells of the neighborhood T ν ij . This means that few instances are removed when moving toward the cells in the outer part of the board T . Under µ(T ij , Σ) assumptions, the classification complexity should grow when moving toward the inner cells of the board T . Please refer to (Llorà, 2002) for further details.
Control flow
The evolutionary model proposed by GALE is based on the local interactions among cells. Each cell T ij can only interact with the cells in the neighborhood T ν ij . Figure 2 presents the evolutionary process performed in each cell of GALE.
After the initialization phase, briefly explained in section 2.1, merge in GALE crosses the individual in the cell T I ij with one individual I M ij randomly chosen among its neighborhood T ν ij . The merge process occurs with a given probability p M . Merge generates only one individual D that replaces the individual in the cell T ij . The operator used for the genetic material recombination depends on the knowledge representation used for encoding T I ij . Figure 3 shows this process 
schematically.
Then, split is applied with a given probability p s (T I ij ) = k sp · f it(T I ij ), being k sp ∈ [0, 1] the maximum splitting rate. Split clones and mutates the individual in the cell. The new individual is placed in the empty cell T kl of the neighborhood T kl ∈ T ν ij with higher number of occupied cells in its neighborhood-max (ζ (T ν kl )). If all the cells of the neighborhood T ij are occupied ζ T ν ij = 8 , the new individual is placed in the cell of the neighborhood T ν ij that contains the worst individuallowest fitness. Figure 4 illustrates this process graphically.
The last step in the evolutionary cycle-survival-decides if the T I ij individual is kept for the next cycle or not. This process uses the neighborhood information. If a cell has up to one neighbor (ζ(T ν ij ) ≤ 1), then the probability of survival of the individual is p
(T ij ) = 0, where the individual is replaced by the best neighbor in T ν ij . On the other neighborhood configurations (1 < ζ(T ν ij ) < 7), an individual survives if and only if f it(T I ij ) ≥ µ ν nei + k sr × σ ν nei ; µ ν nei is the average fitness value of the occupied neighbor cells T ν ij , and σ ν nei their standard deviation. k sr is a parameter that controls the survival pressure over the current cell. For further details about GALE model, please see (Llorà & Garrell, 2001a; Llorà & Garrell, 2001b; Llorà & Garrell, 2001c; Llorà, 2002; Llorà & Garrell, 2002) .
The new individual is placed in the empty cell T kl of the neighborhood T kl ∈ T ν ij with higher number of occupied cells in its neighborhood-max (ζ (T ν kl )). 
Heterogeneous Knowledge Representations
This section describes a first approach to break the constraint that individuals only use one kind knowledge representation. In order to test the feasibility of allowing the evolutionary mixing of knowledge representations, we focused on tree based representations for GALE. Our goal was to allow individuals to represent a solution using different types of knowledge representation for evolutionary tuning. The rest of this section briefly reviews the available tree representations in GALE, as well as the modifications introduced to allow the evolution of mixed trees.
Previous Homogeneous Tree Representations
GALE originally evolved three different tree knowledge representations (Llorà & Garrell, 2001c; Llorà, 2002; Llorà & Garrell, 2002) . The simplest type of decision tree evolved by GALE is the one termed orthogonal (or axis-parallel) (Quinlan, 1986b; Quinlan, 1993) . The internal nodes are a simple test over one attribute of the classification problem. This test is usually presented as:
where a i is a problem attribute and α is a numeric constant. The leaves of the tree are labeled with the class of the set of instances represented by the path between the root of the tree and the leaf itself. The classification boundaries defined by equation 1 are parallel to the axis of the instance space. This kind of tree has been effectively build, in the machine learning community, using heuristic algorithms based, for instance, on the information gain concept (Quinlan, 1986b; Quinlan, 1993) . In order to overcome the limitations of parallel-axis boundaries, some authors proposed a more elaborate tests for the internal nodes of the decision trees. Oblique decision trees (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, & Stone, 1984; Van de Merckt, 1993 ) define the internal nodes using the following equation:
This test is based on an orientable hyperplane that can be adjusted via the vector of coefficients defined by ω = ω 1 , ω 2 . . . ω d+1 . Thus, non parallel-axis boundaries can be easily defined choosing the right values for the ω vector. Unfortunately, finding w * (the optimal data set split) is NP-Hard (Heath, Kasif, & Salzberg, 1993) . Therefore, the algorithms used for building this kind of tree use several heuristics to obtain suboptimal trees (Van de Merckt, 1993) . The last kind of decision tree evolved by GALE is a multivariate decision trees. This kind of tree defines non-linear boundaries on the instance space. In order to achieve this goal, each internal node contains a prototype δ (Domingos, 1995; Wettschereck, 1994 ) (e.g. an artificially defined instance) and an activation threshold θ. A node is active if the following equation is satisfied
where e i is the value of a i in the instance e to classify. This selective activation defines hyperspheric boundaries across the instance space. Next, if the node is active, the instances e is given to the nearest child using the nearest neighbor algorithm (Aha, Kibler, & Albert, 1991) . Thus, children define non parallel-axis hyperplane splits inside the parent hyperspheres. Detailed descriptions of these decision trees can be found in (Llorà, 2002) .
Heterogeneous Tree Representations
The work presented in this paper explored the combination of different knowledge representations in a single individual. We focused on mixing two different kinds of decision trees (orthogonal and obliques.) This combination can be easily achieved due to the structural and functional similarity of the test nodes. For achieving such a goal, GALE needs to be slightly modified in two different places: (1) the initialization phase, (2) the merge phase. The initialization phase, for a given cell T ij , now produces an orthogonal or oblique homogeneous tree. This choice is done at random, ideally filling the population with half orthogonal and half oblique homogeneous trees. The merge phase cuts and exchanges subtrees of two parent trees, regardless of whether they are orthogonal or oblique. Thus, merge mixes the different tree representations. Later on, these trees are evaluated using the original survival phase of GALE. It is important to mention here that the classification performed by such heterogeneous trees maintains the same hierarchical process. At any given node, the classification process relies on its type, performing orthogonal-(equation 1) or oblique-based (equation 2) classification accordingly.
Experiments
We conducted two different kinds of experiments for testing the mixed trees presented in the previous section. The first set of experiments used artificially-generated data sets. The goal was to test the implementation of orthogonal, oblique, and mixed trees. These experiments also let us perform a first comparison between GALE and traditional orthogonal and oblique decision tree inducers (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, & Stone, 1984; Quinlan, 1986a; Murthy, Kasif, & Salzberg, 1994) . The second set of experiments focused on studying the behavior of GALE and other tree learners mainly on data sets provided by the UCI repository (Merz & Murphy, 1998) .
Classifier Schemes
Besides GALE, tree other non-evolutionary decision tree inducers were tested:
• C4.5 revision 8 (Quinlan, 1986b; Quinlan, 1993) • CART-LC (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, & Stone, 1984) • OC1 (Murthy, Kasif, & Salzberg, 1994) A detailed description of these algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is important to mention here that C4.5 is a well-know inducer of orthogonal decision trees. CART-LC is an oblique decision tree inducer, as is OC1. We also tested OC1 in its orthogonal inducer facet.
Artificially-Generated Data Sets
We prepared different data sets for this first test. All the artificially-generated data sets are defined on a bidimensional space for binary classification problems. Figure 5 displays each of these data sets. The data set instances were obtained sampling the given classification space using an uniformly distributed rectangular grid. Three axis-parallel classification data sets (ORT-1, ORT-2, and ORT-3), three oblique classification data sets (OBL-1, OBL-2, and OBL-3), and one mixed data set (MIXED) Table 1 : GALE and OC1 results (classification accuracy and number of leaves) on artificiallygenerated data sets. For each data set, the appropriate knowledge representation was used. OC1 induced both orthogonal and oblique trees for the MIXED data set.
ORT-1 ORT-2 ORT-3 OBL-1 OBL-2 OBL-3 MIXED GALE 100.00(2) 100.00(4) 100.00(16) 100.00(2) 100.00 (6) 98.84(20) 98.88 (25) OC1 100.00(2) 100.00(6) 100.00 (20) 100.00(2) (29) were generated. ORT-1, ORT-2, OBL-1, and OBL-2 contain 400 instances each, whereas ORT-3, OBL-3, and MIXED the number of artificial instances raises till 1600.
The ultimate goal of the data sets presented in figure 5 was to test the performance of GALE on problems designed by axis-parallel, oblique, and mixed classification boundaries. Such test used the three different tree knowledge representation presented in section 3.2. In order to compare the quality of the results produced by GALE, the outputted tree was compared to the one produce by OC1. For ORT-1, ORT-2, and ORT-3 GALE evolved homogeneous orthogonal trees, and OC1 was set to induce orthogonal decision trees. In a similar way, for OBL-1, OBL-2, and OBL-3 GALE and OC1 produced oblique trees. Finally for the MIXED data set, GALE produce heterogeneous trees, where as OC1 was tested in both its orthogonal and oblique tree facets.
Both algorithms were run using the parameters described in GALE (Llorà & Garrell, 2001c ) and OC1 (Murthy, Kasif, & Salzberg, 1994) original papers. Since the goal of this test was to learn more about the behavior of these algorithms in the artificially-generated problems, we used the whole data sets for training, and inspected the outputted trees. Both algorithms discovered the overall classification structure correctly approximating the classification boundaries presented in figure 5 . For each kind of data set, the appropriate knowledge representation was chosen, as explained above. An special case is OC1 and the MIXED data set, where we ran it for the two available knowledge representations. Table 1 summarizes the results achieved.
The classification mistakes made by OC1 and GALE were done at intersection points of classification boundaries, or at the extremes of the hyperplanes. OC1 presented a strong tendency to produce overfitted trees-even after pruning them. Such tendency is clearly stated in the orthogonal data sets, were GALE was the only one able to evolve a perfect solution (minimal orthogonal tree that matches the classification boundaries.) This behavior was also observed on the oblique data sets runs. Finally, in the MIXED data set GALE also took advantage of evolving mixed trees, whereas when OC1 induced orthogonal trees it displayed a staircase effect on the oblique decision boundaries. The staircase effect (Abbott, 1999) emerges in parallel-axis learners if there are non-axis-parallel classification boundaries in the problem. To define such boundaries the learner is forced to produce large subtrees.
UCI Repository Data Sets
The second kind of experiment used data sets from the UCI repository (Merz & Murphy, 1998) . The data sets used were: (1) Wisconsin breast cancer (bre), (2) glass identification (gls), (3) heart disease from statlog project (h-s), (4) ionosphere (ion), (5) iris (irs), (6) Pima-indian diabetes (dia), (7) sonar (son), and (8) vehicle from statlog project (veh). A detailed explanation of these data sets is beyond the scope of this paper. For further details, please refer to (Merz & Murphy, 1998) . Another non-UCI data set was also used in these experiments. The tao (tao) data set, although being artificially-generated, presents non-linear classification boundaries. This problem was firstly introduced by Llorà and Garrell (2001b) . The criteria for selecting these data sets was to explore problems with a wide range of dimensions, as well as different numbers of classes. In order to compare the performance of the different algorithms in terms of classification accuracy, the following methodology was used. Classification accuracy was estimated using stratified ten-fold cross-validation runs. To estimate the difference in performance between the proposed framework for mixed tree evolution and the previous algorithms presented in sections 2 and 4.1, a paired t-test was used (Dietterich, 1998) . Table 2 summarizes the results achieved using this methodology.
The experiments revealed several interesting insights about the algorithms and the selected problems. If we just take a plain look at the results presented in table 2, the results of GALE evolving mixed trees confirm the viability of the intuition presented in section 4.2. Results showed that for some problems parallel-axis (gls) or oblique (irs) boundaries were preferable. In other problems, there was no clear preference for any of the available knowledge representations (brs.) However, the results became more interesting when we took a look at the evolved mixed trees. GALE required a little longer to evolve competent mixed trees. Hence, the accuracy achieved by GALE evolving mixed trees was slightly lower. Informal experiments run afterward proved this fact. However, we maintained a common configuration among all the data set in favor of a fair comparison. Nevertheless, we are already addressing this issue as part of our further work. Mixed trees, as result of the evolutionary guidance, adapted the knowledge representation to the needs of each of the different data sets explored. A clear tendency to obtain the right solution, in terms of knowledge representation, always emerged in GALE-mix runs. This result is encouraging, since it confirms our intuition that the bias introduced by the knowledge representation can be minimized by mixing different kinds of trees, under the guidance of evolution. This tendency also encourages us to pursue a better understanding of GALE-mix behavior using the Illinois decomposition methodology (Goldberg, 1989; Goldberg, 2002) .
Conclusions
The knowledge representation language has been traditionally chosen beforehand, tailoring the evolutionary algorithm around it. Such decision may constraint-a priori-the concepts that can be learned and the possible usage of such frameworks to real-world problems. In order to minimize this bias, we proposed the evolutionary mixing of different knowledge representations. The work presented in this paper modified an existing LCS framework, allowing the mixing of different knowledge representations in the individuals of the population.
The experiments showed promising initial results. Besides showing that mixing different knowl-edge representations under the guidance of evolution is possible, results also showed that mixing helped minimize the bias introduced a priori. The experiments showed how the population adapted the knowledge representations used in its individuals to fit the problem to be solved, with little extra evolutionary machinery. This adaptive behavior encourages us to conduct further research on combining other kinds of representations, as well as introducing specialized mechanisms for achieving this purpose. Further research will also include a theoretical insight into GALE using the Illinois decomposition methodology.
